In limited circumstances the BBLDWP may be able to issue a toilet replacement rebate without a pre-inspection. To do
so, we need as much documentation and evidence as we can get to verify that the existing/pre-existing toilet is a high
flow toilet and therefore qualifies for our rebate program. Specifically we need photos of the toilet, including any of the
following markings: make, model, flow rate, year or date of manufacture, and size of the tank. The following are
examples of what does and does not work in terms of photos. We need a minimum of two photos - one showing the
entire toilet from the front and at least one that shows us a date of manufacture and/or the make and model of the
toilet. If you cannot find a date, we need photos of all measurements. Providing photos does not guarantee eligibility.

GOOD PHOTOS

(ABOVE) Good photos, but we would need more to prove
these are high flow toilets. They are helpful in that we can see
a portion of the bathroom where they are and get a sense of
scale and shape which helps us to identify them.

This photo shows the model and
the date of production (51492
likely means it was manufactured
May 14, 1992). K453 is a Kohler
model.

This photo shows the make:
Standard, the tank model: 4083,
and the date of manufacture May
6 – “3M64” likely means in was
manufactured in 1964.

These are helpful to show the tank width, front to back “depth” and water level depth. The logo is also often helpful
because some logos aare indicative of a date of manufature. *Photos are a sample only. This tank is actually 1.6 gpf

BAD PHOTOS

We cannot tell anything from this photo. This photo might be showing a model but it is This might help in conjunction
too blurry and limited for us to tell anything with other photos, but we
else.
cannot gather any vital data
from this photo.

RECEIPT PHOTOS: Once a toilet has been replaced, we
need a photo of the installed toilet (below) and a copy of
the receipt. The receipt must be sent in high resolution
so that accounting can see the cost, tax and purchase
details.

If the toilet has any markings showing it is low flow,
include photos of that as well as the overall photo.

